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Abstract
Medical volume data is often large in size and
computationally intensive. It takes lot of memory
space for storage, retrieval purpose and also it needs
high computational environment. The objective of
this paper is to enable the user to work with
volumetric data without having specialized software
for visualization and without having large data on
its local machine. To perform slicing on volume
data Marching cube algorithm and for visualization
purpose we are using Ray casting algorithm. For
the further implementation of these techniques in
distributed systems we are using socket
programming along with VTK. This system has
used four types of volume datasets like .raw, .stl,
.ply, and .vtk available in public domain.

Fig. 1. Volume Data Visualization [1]
In many fields such as medical science, engineering,
fluid dynamics, space and earth, volume data is so
much of huge size. The size of the volume data ranges
from hundred megabytes to many gigabytes. So it
needs a lot of effort and care to work with such a
massive data. Many algorithms for storing,
manipulating and transmitting the volume data, have
been developed to make it easy to work with volume
data.
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There are three ways a client can interact with volume
data in distributed environment: In the first method
the whole 3D volume data is transferred on client
side. It can perform any operation on the downloaded
medical volume data as per its needs. This method
requires that client must have complex software
installed on its machine. The serious problem
associated with this approach is that a client has to
download every dataset which it needs.

1. Introduction
All The medical Data generated by currently
available 3D scanners and utilized in medical
applications is very large in size. Due to bandwidth
limitations and other networking constraints,
generally it is difficult to provide the facility to
interact with volume data.

In the second method instead of sending every volume
data on the client side only small data are sent to the
client. If the client wants to perform some operations
on large data, the request is sent to the server. The
client specified operation is performed on the data
which is located at the server and the result is sent
back to the client. This approach is better than
previous one. But in this approach also, the client
needs to have specialized software to work with
volume data.

It enables to find out useful visual information from
huge complex volumetric data created in various
engineering and scientific areas. In Fig. 1 human
abdomen has been visualized. Volume visualization
enables to find out useful visual information from
huge complex volumetric data [12] created in various
engineering and scientific areas [2].

According to third approach server has all the
computing resources. All the processing is done at
server side. We have chosen third technique to assist
distributed volume rendering.
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This paper will go through some related work of
volume visualization in distributed system in next
section. The third section describes the proposed
methodology. A few interactive result snapshots and
performance analysis results are summarized in fourth
section. Finally we have concluded this entire work
with the future scope in fifth section.

Server
The flow chart of the server is shown in Fig. 2.

2. Related Work
After Sanchez et al. [5] suggested the method for
compressing the medical data using optimized volume
of interest coding. Frey et al. [3] proposed an
approach i.e. considering load balancing for data
redundancy in distributed volume rendering [18].
Engel et al. [11] suggested a method in which the
capabilities of client and server were combined to
visualize large medical volume data. Remote
visualization has been done for the historical data
[21]. Markon et al. [14] gave a method for
visualization on floating images. These images can
be controlled using gesture recognizing devices.
Interaction with the volume data will be done with
the help of gesture recognizer. Liu et al. [15]
proposed a technique in which the whole data is
partitioned into buckets. For partition the data into
buckets, the octree method is used. Multimedia
medical data in Distributed environment for health
sytem have been developed [18]. Handling of large
scale dataset [16] is difficult for rendering in
distributed system. To implement platform
independence JavaView [9] has been used in Polthier
et al. [10]. Wei et al. [6] proposed a method to assist
distributed volume rendering using VTK [13], C++
libraries and using applet and servlet for
communication between client and server.

3. Methodology
The technique we have used for visualization and
working with 3D volumetric medical data is
discussed below. In our approach we have divided
the whole system into two parts1. Server
2. Client
Client has java installed on its system so that it could
connect to the server using socket programming.
Client - Server architecture has been followed.
Server has two modules, one module to handle client
request such as accepting the connection of the client
sending response in the form of images and receiving
input from client in the form of events, generated at
client side.

Fig. 2. Server Flow Chart
Client
Client Flow chart is shown in Fig. 3. The first step is
to connect to the server for this client gives the server
IP and the port number. After connecting to the
server the client sends the parameters of the operation
to be performed with the id of the volume data to the
server. When client receive first response from server
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in the form of image it work on the image and sends
back the click event to the server. Server receives
these events and sends back the series of resultant
images.

At the server there is a delegate class, this class
inherits the Scanner class. Scanner class actually
recognizes the mouse and keyboard events those are
happening at client side. For mouse up, mouse down
and other mouse positions and keyboard events, there
is a unique integer number generated at client side,
which is recognized by the server so that server can
understand which operation client wants to perform,
such as rotating and panning of the objects, changing
the skin transparency and color of human body. As
soon as client fires any mouse event or any keyboard
event on the image that it has received from the
server, the event is passed to the server using delegate
class and server recognizes the event that has been
fired by client and acts accordingly.

Fig. 3. Client Flow Chart
Communication
Client-server communication diagram is shown in Fig.
4. First server is started which waits for the client
request. When a user runs the client code, server id
and port of the server will be asked. IP address and
Port No. can unequally identify any process in any
network. Now the request will go to the server. Server
initially sits idle and waits for the client. As soon as a
client is connected to the server, the server determines
the need of the client and accordingly chooses the
medical data and operations to be performed on the
data. The server socket is created and the graphics
environment of the server is sent to the client using
graphics environment class. Now the Screen Capture
class is invoked.

Fig. 4. Communication Diagram
VTK( Visualization Tool Kit )
VTK include C++ libraries, these libraries are used
for volume data processing. VTK include libraries for
performing various scalar tensor vector operations on
volume data. VTK pipeline involves stages as shown
in Fig. 5.
Sources

User Interface

Screen capture class actually captures the image that
is drawn in VTK Render Window. There is a class in
VTK libraries VTKCaptureScreen() [13], this class
takes the snapshots of the VTK Render window and
saves in some location. These snapshots will be sent
to the client. So that user gets a series of images
continuously and feels that actually he is working on
data interactively.

Filters

Renderer Sand
windows

Mappers

Actors

Fig. 5. Vtk Pipeline
Some of the libraries those are used in
implementation of the proposed system are given
below- vtkPiecewiseFunction
vtkColorTransferFunction
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vtkVolumeProperty
vtkRayCastCompositeFunction
vtkRayCastMIPFunction
vtkBoxWidget
vtkConeSource
vtkCubeSource
vtkPlaneSource

Cin incoming intensity for voxel.
Interpolation between voxels will be done to find out
the values which lie along a ray.
The intensity for a group of voxels intercepted by a
ray is given as

Ray casting
In ray casting algorithm parallel rays are casted from
the view point to the viewing volume. Attenuation
which is caused by particle field is computed for
every point which is in the path of the ray. The light
scattered from the scene toward the viewing point is
also calculated for each point along the ray. These
values are combined together and single brightness is
calculated for every ray.
In Fig. 6 given below there is a volume of density
D(x, y, z) which is penetrated by a ray R. The density
function is given as
D(x(t),y(t),z(t))=D(t)
Whereas Illumination can be given asI(t) = I(x(t), y(t), z(t))
(1)
Illumination scattered will be given asI(t)D(t)P(cosϴ)
Where ϴ is angle between R and L
If there are many light sources, illumination scattered
will be calculated as follows∑ In (t)D(t)P(cosϴn)
Attenuation due to the density function along a ray is
calculated using the formula given below –

C(R,k)
α(R,k)

R

Fig. 6. Ray Casting through Voxels [4]
Where:
(R, k) is kth voxel
The illumination (I(t)), shading of local gradient
(Cout), and calculating ray of local gradient (C(R)) are
shown in equation (1), equation (2) and equation (3)
respectively.

4. Result and Analysis
To analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm
five different volumetric data sets have been used.
The sizes of the data sets are 256*256*512 [19],
128*128*129 [8], 512*512*360 [7], 128*128*204 [8]
and 128*128*64 [20].

Where ƭ is a constant.
There are many algorithms for implementing ray
casting method for the purpose of visualization of
volume algorithms. Volume data is represented in the
form of voxels. Voxel is the unit of the volume data.
Each volume data is devided into number of voxels.
In visualization pipeline voxels are shaded. The
pipeline outputs the intensity C(X) for each voxel.
As shown in Fig. 6 every voxel in the volume data has
two associated valuesC (X) shade calculated using local gradient α(X)
opacity derived from CT (Computed Tomography).
Now the next step is to combine the value of C(X) and
α(X) and to produce two dimensional projections
using these values. These values are combined to give
the final intensity for each pixel. The transparency
formula for every pixel along a ray can be calculated
asCout=Ci(1-α(X))+C(X)α(X)
(2)
Where:
Cout is the colour for voxel X along a Ray.

In Fig. 7 given below, whole body of female has been
shown. Three parts of female data those are head,
abdomen and leg have been visualized at different
clients. The visualization of human feet has been done
in Fig.8.
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Fig. 7. Female Body and Partitioning of the
Female Body into Three Parts
(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Snapshot Of Head Data And Its Slicing
.Ply (Polygon File Format) data has also been
visualized as depicted in Fig. 11. It shows human head
visualized from two different viewpoints.
In our approach instead of sending of volumetric data,
the rendered image is transferred to the client and only
those images for which there is a change in the
previous image are transferred. Subtraction of
consecutive images is done to find out the location of
the pixels for which the intensity has been changed.
After finding out the location of the pixels for which
there is a change in the intensity value, the location
and corresponding intensity values are transferred to
the client. Intensity values are updated at client side.
As only those pixel locations and intensities are
transferred for which there a change in intensity level,
so it will reduce communication cost thus saving
network bandwidth. So a thin client having less
capability in terms of hardware and software can also
work with volume data using the proposed algorithm
The overall effectiveness of the system will depend
upon the server processing power.

Fig. 8. Snapshot of Leg Data at Different Skin
Levels
There are three images showing the human leg. In Fig.
8(a) skin transparency is fifty percent that is why both
bone and skin are visible. In Fig. 8(b) skin
transparency has been decreased to zero percent so
bones are not visible. In Fig. 8(c) skin transparency
has been increased to hundred percent that is why
bones are clearly visible. So the skin level can be
changed to visualize the internal part of the volume
data.
Visualization of human head has been done. Fig. 9
(a), (b) and (c) shows the head data at 50, 0 and 100
percent skin transparency respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Snapshot of Head Data at Different Skin
Levels

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Snapshots of .Ply Head data

Slicing is done on human head using a slicing plane. It
enables user to see the internal structure of the head.
For slicing purpose marching cube [4] method has
been applied. Fig. 10(a) shows the head data and Fig.
10(b) shows slicing done using slicing plane.

Comparison between rendering time on standalone
system and on distributed system using our approach
is shown in table 1.
Table. 1. Input Output Performance of system
with two different configurations (Standalone
System /Distributed System)
Data Name
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Female.raw
[19]
Body.stl [8]

.RAW

256*256*512

SS
0.1

DS
0.2

.STL

128*128*129

0.5

0.65

Male.ply [7]

.PLY

512*512*360

2

2.2

Head.stl [8]

.STL

128*128*204

0.7

1

Mummy.vtk
[20]

.VTK

128*128*64

0.2

.33

intermediate
results
from
its
database.
Communication cost of retrieving same image will get
reduced. Thus the efficiency of the system will
increase.
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5. Conclusion and future work
The developed system provides the facility to the user
to visualize and perform slicing operation on 3D
volume data stored at server side. The clients can
visualize these volume datasets without having
specialized software for visualization purpose. At a
time four users can interact with the server. User need
to have only java installed on its machine and address
of the server. So a user who does not have much
computation and storage capacity can also work on
volumetric medical data. In future if intermediate
result will be stored at client side then whenever client
wants to visualize the results it will fetch the
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